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1 Crushed Pebbles
These crushed pebbles are the perfect size to allow for 
capillary action to take place and prevents soil from 
being spoiled by water.

2 Bonsai Soil
Bonsai soil is fast draining soil that hold just the right 
amount of soil and organic matter to prevent soil from 
being too wet or dry.

3 Feature Plant
Place the plant in the desired position. Ensure you mist 
the exposed roots to prevent them from drying out 
while you are placing them.

4 Feature Rock
Place the larger rock in the right location to help accent 
the landscape. Be sure to anchor the rock deep into the 
soil to prevent the rock from bouncing around.

5 Companion Plant
You may have a ground fern or air-plant to accompany the landscape. 
Place them in an ideal location to help fill the landscape. Air-plants 
should be mounted on drift wood with wire to ensure the stay airborne.

6 Moss
Live moss should be sprayed first before placing them in the 
terrarium. Break off the right sized and cover the landscape. Moss is 
not easy to keep alive, keep the leftovers for replacement.

7 Crushed Tigers Eye
This crushed gemstone is not only beautiful but also allows for 
diversity for the landscape. Use this to cover other areas where moss 
is not and ensure there minimal exposure of soil to prevent water loss.

8 Self Watering Base
Fill the base tray with water half way, this activates the self watering 
function as water wicks up through the pebbles into the soil. Clean the 
base once a week as lime stones and waste gathers over time.


